Abstract Provenance of scientific workflows has been considered a mean to provide workflow reproducibility. However, the provenance approaches adopted so far are not applicable in the context of Cloud because the provenance trace lacks the Cloud information. This paper presents a novel approach that collects the Cloud-aware provenance and represents it as a graph. The workflow execution reproducibility on the Cloud is determined by comparing the workflow provenance at three levels i.e., workflow structure, execution infrastructure and workflow outputs. The experimental evaluation shows that the implemented approach can detect changes in the provenance traces and the outputs produced by the workflow.
Introduction
The scientific community is experiencing a data deluge due to the generation of large amounts of data in modern scientific experiments that include projects such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), 1 and projects such as N4U [1, 2] . Cloud computing [3] has emerged as a new computing and storage paradigm, which is dynamically scalable and usually works on a pay-as-you-go cost model. It aims to share resources to store data and to host services transparently among users at a massive scale [4] . Its ability to provide an on-demand computing infrastructure with scalability enables distributed processing of complex scientific workflows for the scientific community [5] . Research [6] is being carried out to assess the feasibility of executing workflows on the Cloud.
An important consideration during this data processing is to gather data that can provide detailed information about the data and the processes involved to verify and repeat a workflow execution. Such a data is termed as Provenance in the scientific literature [7] . This data can be used to debug and verify the execution of a workflow, to aid in error tracking and reproducibility. This enables scientists to iterate on the scientific method, to evaluate the process and results of other experiments and to share their own experiments with other scientists [8] . Whilst capturing a provenance trace is necessary it is not sufficient to allow a computation to be repeated due to lack of critical information required for execution [9] . A research study [10] conducted to evaluate the reproducibility of scientific workflows has shown that around 80% of the workflows cannot be reproduced, and 12% of them are due to the lack of information about the execution environment. The situation becomes more challenging in the context of the Cloud computing, which presents a dynamic environment in which resources are provisioned on-demand. The execution of scientific workflows in Clouds brings to the fore the need to collect provenance information, which is necessary to ensure the reproducibility of these experiments. Since scientific workflows typically model a dataflow with a structure resembling a directed acyclic graph (DAG), the provenance comparison approaches measure similarity between two given provenance traces using graphs [11] . However, such approaches lack the information about the Cloud resources in provenance graph comparison, which is the main focus of this paper.
The ReCAP framework as presented in this paper, augments workflow provenance with the Cloud infrastructure information; and uses it to provision similar execution environment(s) and reproduces the execution of a given workflow. In particular, this paper focuses on the ReCAP's provenance comparison approaches that are devised to determine reproducibility by analysing the provenance traces at three levels; (a) structure level (b) infrastructure level and (c) workflow outputs. The structural similarity is determined by converting the provenance traces into a graph model and then analysing the graph similarity. The details of other components of ReCAP system are presented in [12, 13] .
The main aspects of the work presented in this article are as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents the architecture of ReCAP. Section 4 discusses the graph representation adopted to model provenance traces into graph and also presents two different provenance comparison approaches. Section 5 presents a detailed evaluation of ReCAP's capability to re-execute a workflow on Cloud and compare provenance traces, and finally Sect. 6 presents some conclusions and directions for future work.
Related work
Grid-based workflow management systems help in capturing not only the workflow retrospective provenance but some systems such as [14, 15] also support workflow prospective provenance. However, this paper is focusing on the workflow execution provenance on the Cloud, rather than the provenance of a workflow itself (e.g. design . Since these systems were developed for the Grid, the provenance collected by these systems lack the information about the Cloud resources. Some systems such as Pegasus/Wings [15] that also supports the evolution of a workflow. However, this paper is focusing on the workflow execution provenance on the Cloud, rather than the provenance of a workflow itself (e.g. design changes). Moreover, Taverna [16] and Kepler [17] are popular workflow engines used in the scientific domain and capable of capturing provenance data and querying and exporting the provenance graph [28] . However, the provenance collected by these systems lack the information about the Cloud resources used during a workflow execution. Figure 1 provides a summary of Grid-based workflow management systems. This paper focuses on the information about the Cloud resources, not the hypervisor (as in [18, 19] ) or file system (as in [20] ) used during workflow execution. Figure 2 illustrates the provenance management levels in the Cloud. Using workflow provenance in graph format has been proposed to compare provenance traces [21, 22] . Woodman et al. [22] propose the use of provenance graph to determine the changes in the version of services or tasks used in a workflow. It converts the workflow provenance trace in an OPM complaint graph format and then compare the provenance traces. Contrary to this, The presented work in this paper augments the workflow provenance with Cloud resource information, representing it in a graph model, and uses it to compare provenance traces. This helps in determining workflow reproducibility involving the Cloud information. Missier et al. [21] proposed an approach that performs a comparison on workflow provenance graphs to determine differences in reproduced workflows. Similarly, [23] proposed the use of structural comparison to measure the similarity between two given provenance traces using graphs. Aforementioned approaches cover different aspects such as workflow versioning etc. of workflow reproducibility in the Fig. 2 The provenance management levels in the Cloud comparison, however the lack the support and modeling of the Cloud infrastructure information in the provenance graph, which is the focus of this paper.
Besides this, there have been a few research initiatives (e.g. [24, 25] ) using provenance information to deal with the quality of data. However it is also important to measure the quality of the collected provenance itself. Cheah and Plale [26] suggests performing the structural analysis on the provenance graph in order to measure the completeness of the collected provenance. The structural analysis is performed by comparing the nodes and edges of a graph to a reference graph, which is the workflow description. The aforementioned approach aims to identify and fill the missing provenance information with possible values. There is another approach [27] that aims to predict the missing provenance information in reservoir engineering using semantic data. As the emphasis of this paper is on measuring the similarity between two workflow execution provenance traces using graphs, it does not focus on identifying the missing provenance information. In the presented approach discussed in this paper, it is assumed that the Cloud resource information collected from the Cloud middleware is correct. Moreover, the proposed approach does not use the user provided semantic information for processing provenance graph unlike the approach proposed in [27] . Various other existing approaches (e.g. [28, 29] ) and research studies (e.g. [30] ) operate along with the job on the virtual machine. Similarly, CARE [29] is designed to reproduce a job execution. On the contrary, our approach works outside the virtual machine and therefore does not interfere with job execution.
In summary, these approaches capture provenance information at different levels. However, they do not link them together to provide the Cloud-aware work ow provenance information for a user, which is the main objective of this research study. Furthermore, there are a few approaches such as Matriohska that do not provide Cloud information capturing approach rather they rely on user provided information. Another objective of this research study is to devise an approach that can automatically capture the information related to a Cloud resource and then link it with the work ow provenance. A tabular summary of the literature survey is provided in Fig. 3 . etc. can be easily added without changing the core of the system. There are seven key components in this design. They are the (i) WMS Wrapper Service, (ii) WS Client, (iii) WMS Layer, (iv) Cloud Layer, (v) Aggregator, (vi) WF-Repeat, and (vii) Comparator. Each of these components can further have their sub-components which are also discussed in this section. Figure 4 shows the detailed architecture of ReCAP and mutual interaction among its components.
ReCAP configuration
ReCAP is designed using a plugin based approach and this requires a set of configuration parameters to drive the overall system. Consequently, the key aspects of the ReCAP such as WMS components, mapping algorithms, persistence API that interacts with the workflow provenance, the ReCAP databases and the Cloud middleware are driven by the configuration parameters. These configurations (shown as ReCAP configs in Fig. 4 ) are divided into seven main categories (see Table 1 ).
WMS Wrapper Service
This component is a RESTful web service that operates on top of a workflow management system, which for this study is Pegasus. It exposes interfaces through which a user can interact with the underlining workflow management system and can submit his workflows. As this service mainly interacts with a WMS, it resides on the same machine (called Submit Host) on which that WMS is running. In the implemented prototype of ReCAP, Pegasus uses the Condor pool to execute workflow jobs. In this environment, the Submit Host is configured as the Master node for the Condor pool and all the VMs with the Condor instances acting as worker nodes. Figure 5 illustrates the interaction of the WMS with other components of the system. In the case of Pegasus and Condor, as shown in Fig. 5 , this service interacts with Pegasus to submit the workflows received in the user's request.
A user accesses the Wrapper Services over HTTP and requests to submit his workflow. In this request, he will provide the abstract representation of his workflow i.e. DAX and its associated configurations, which are specific to the underlining workflow management system. In the case of Pegasus, he will provide a DAX file and a site file that provides information about storage, environment variables and workflow constraints. Upon receiving the request, the Service Wrapper first authenticates the user with the provided credentials in the service request. This enables the service to prevent unauthorised access to the underlying resources. After successful user authentication, the Service Wrapper loads the pluginspecified in the service configuration-that can interact with the underlining WMS. In the ReCAP prototype, a Pegasus plugin is implemented that uses Pegasus commands and its database. The plugin stores the user provided files locally and then submits them to Pegasus using pegasus-plan. 5 Once the workflow has been submitted, Pegasus provides a unique identifier for this workflow and that is returned back to the user or a component as a response to its workflow submission request. This response is returned in Javascript Object Notation (JSON) format, which is compact, flexible (schemaless) and easier to use. Upon successful submission of the user's workflow, the Service Wrapper stores the provided files in the database for later use in reproducing a workflow execution (discussed later in Sect. 3.10). The Fig. 6 illustrates the flow of activities within the Service Wrapper for submitting a user workflow.
The following main operations are supported at the time of writing, which can be called from the service Client component.
• submit this operation is used to submit a workflow to the underlying workflow management system, which is Pegasus in this prototype. All required files are passed in the service request, which are processed accordingly.
• wms_get_file this operation is used to retrieve files (job outputs, workflow submission output) stored within the workflow management system's work directory. It takes two arguments i.e. (1) job information and (2) the directory location to find the requested files. This operation is used while processing the job logs in mapping components.
• jobmon this operation is Condor-specific as it attempts to retrieve the current status of the job running on Condor. It helps in retrieving the host information from the Condor pool on which a job is running.
• cpool_mips this operation is used to to retrieve the MIPS of the machines in the Condor pool. MIPS or KFLOPS are one way to specify the execution performance of a machine and it can affect a job execution performance.
WMS layer
As discussed earlier, the design philosophy of ReCAP is plugin-based in order to provide support for extensibility. A literature review has shown that multiple workflow management systems such as Pegasus, Chimera, Taverna and Kepler etc. provide either the hostname or the IP of the machine on which a job was executed. Therefore, it has been considered to enable support for multiple workflow management systems by adopting a plugin-based design. This section provides detail about the WMS Monitor and Parser components. During mapping process, this layer loads appropriate plugin implementation based upon the configuration parameters (see WMS_settings in Table 1 ). In ReCAP, Pegasus-based plugins have been implemented.
Monitor
This component presents a threaded implementation which enables continuous monitoring of a workflow execution. In order to perform monitoring operations, it interacts with the WMS database and retrieves workflow and job states. Once a workflow is finished, it starts the job to Cloud resource mapping operation using the configured mapper plugin. It also interacts with the Parser plugin to parse job outputs.
Parser
This component helps in parsing the files and job outputs produced during a workflow execution. Since each WMS can produce its own files during workflow execution and the job output formats can also be WMS specific, this component helps in providing an abstraction layer on top. For example, once a workflow is submitted through Pegasus, a submit file is produced that contains information about the output directory and workflow identifiers. Moreover, job output logs contains information about the location of the input and output files on the Cloud. These parsers can also be extended to extract the CPU specifications from the job outputs if they cannot be retrieved from the workflow provenance database. All this information is important to feed the Monitor component and also to acquire provenance information about the consumed or produced output files on the Cloud, which is later used in workflow output comparison algorithm (discussed later in Sect. 4.2). ReCAP loads the Parser plugin using the global configuration. For instance, to parse Pegasus outputs, it loads the PegasusParser plugin.
WS client
In order to interact with the WMS-WS, the WS Client component of ReCAP is used. All interactions with the Wrapper Service pass through the WS Client component. On receiving requests from a user or other components such as the Monitor component of ReCAP, the Client component starts an HTTP session with the WrapperService. As authentication has been implemented in the WrapperService to avoid malicious access, it also provides user credentials along with the request. These settings are retrieved from the ReCAP configurations. In order to submit a workflow, the user interacts with the Client component and passes all required files. The Client component interacts with the WrapperService and submits the files. It retrieves the response from the WrapperService and uses the configured WMS Parser to parse it to extract the workflow ID and ReCAP ID assigned to it. It then starts the Monitor component to start monitoring the provenance information of the submitted workflow. This interaction is shown in Fig. 7 .
Cloud layer
To interact with the Cloud middleware, a component Cloud Layer named 'CloudLayerComponent' has been developed. It provides two types of interactions with the Cloud i.e. (a) to retrieve information about the virtual machines and also (b) to retrieve information about the workflow's input and output files stored on the Cloud storage service. These two types of interactions are handled by its two sub-components (discussed below): the CRM and the CSM. 
Cloud resource manager (CRM)
The CRM interacts with the Cloud IaaS service such as the nova service of OpenStack to manage virtual resources on the Cloud. The management involves operations such as retrieving resource information of virtual machines and the provisioning of new resources on the Cloud upon receiving new resource requests. The retrieved information about the currently running virtual machines include their metadata, OS images used in those VMs, flavours configuration used in VMs (shown in Fig. 8 ).
Cloud storage manager (CSM)
This component interacts with the Cloud storage service such as Swift for the OpenStack Cloud middleware. As discussed earlier, the execution environment uses the Cloud storage service to save workflow inputs and outputs. Through this component, ReCAP is able to retrieve the files and their metadata from the Cloud. While storing the Cloud-aware provenance in the database, the Aggregator component invokes this component to retrieve filenames and their metadata such as MD5 hash and creation time etc. from a given location on the Cloud storage service. This component is also used to iterate over the produced files on the Cloud during the workflow output comparison (discussed in Sect. 4.2).
Aggregator
The Provenance Aggregator (or Aggregator) component performs the mapping between the workflow job information collected from the Workflow Provenance component and the cloud resource information collected from the Cloud Layer Provenance component. In order to establish a mapping, it loads an appropriate mapping algorithm and this is driven by a configuration parameter MAPPING_TYPE (as discussed above). The mapping information is then stored in the database.
Comparator
The comparator component performs provenance comparison operations for evaluating the workflow reproducibility [12] . The comparisons include a Workflow Output Comparison (discussed in Sect. 4.2) and a Workflow Graph Structure Comparison (discussed in Sect. 4.1) etc. It takes two workflow identifiers to retrieve their provenance information from the database and then invokes the appropriate comparator implementation such as Workflow Output Comparison.
Persistency API
This acts as a thin layer to expose the provenance storage capabilities to other components. In order to interact with the underlying databases, a persistency layer is designed to provide a common callable interface for multiple backend engine such as MySQL. 6 This API uses SQLAlchemy 7 that provides access to multiple database engines. An instance to the database connection can be obtained by specifying the connection parameters in the config file (see wmsdb_settings and recapdb_settings in Table 1 ).
WF-repeat
This component is designed to re-execute a workflow on the Cloud. A user can select a previous workflow, identified with a unique ID, and request this component to reexecute it. Upon receiving the request, this component retrieves the required workflow source files from the ReCAP database and also Cloud-aware provenance information. Using this Cloud-aware provenance information, it re-provisions the resources on the Cloud infrastructure and then submits the workflow over them using the underlying workflow management system.
ReCAP database schema
A relational database schema has been designed that assists in storing workflow descriptions and their configuration files, workflow job-to-Cloud resource mappings and files metadata (consumed or produced data by the workflow jobs) stored on the Cloud. This information later helps in retrieving CAP information and also helps in answering Cloud-aware provenance queries and comparing workflow outputs. Following paragraphs describe the key tables of the schema shown in Fig. 9 .
In order to preserve the original workflow and its associated configuration files, the WorkflowSource table is used. It stores the workflow representation in the DAX format. Since the implemented prototype is based on Pegasus, this table also stores pegasus specific files such as Transformation Catalog (TC) in wfTC, infrastructure information in wfSite. The wfDAG column stores the workflow representation described in a DAG format. This is an abstract workflow which will be submitted through Pegasus for execution. The wfSite column stores the information related to the execution site and its storage elements. This information specifies the storage locations and paths to be used for reading and writing data during the workflow execution. The wfTC column stores information about the executables which are to be used for workflow jobs. A user can also provide configuration properties to Pegasus that affects the way Pegasus plans, schedules and stores workflows. This set of properties is stored in the wfProps column. Each workflow is assigned a unique ID by Pegasus and also in the ReCAP database, thus a mapping between these two IDs are required. The wfID is the ID assigned to a workflow execution by ReCAP and the wms_wfid is the unique ID assigned to a workflow by the workflow management system such as Pegasus. The wms_wfid is essential to record because it is used in retrieving workflow provenance from the Pegasus. Since the prototype is designed using the Pegasus WMS, this table contains a few Pegasus specific entries. However, the same concepts can also be applied when used with other similar workflow management systems.
In order to store the job-to-Cloud resource mapping and to record Cloud-aware provenance information, the WfCloudMapping table is used. This table stores the mapping between workflow jobs and the configurations of the Cloud resources used for their execution. In order to specify the resource flavour, that provides the resource hardware configurations, flavorname and flavorid are stored. However, this information can be customised or new entries can be added by the Cloud Provider. For instance, Amazon EC2 provides an extensive list 8 of instance types with customized values. On the other hand, Openstack middleware used in Open Science Data Cloud (OSDC) provides a limited set of instance types. Therefore, the individual parameters i.e. minRAM, minHD, minCPU of a Cloud resource are also stored.
In order to tackle the dynamic resource scenario on the Cloud, the WfCloudTempMapping table stores temporary mapping information which is then moved to the WfCloudMapping table once a workflow execution has finished. There is another table, JobHostTempMap, that stores temporary job and its execution host mapping. This table is used in the SNoHi mapping approach. In order to store more detailed information about the CPU, the CPUSpecs table is used. Although, the existing Cloud providers and their offerings do not allow a user to request a resource with such resource parameters, the impact of CPU performance still cannot be ignored especially for compute-intensive jobs. Moreover, this information is also helpful when sharing experimental setup and results with the peers. This is why this information is captured and stored as part of the Cloud-aware provenance.
As discussed earlier, the data files are stored on the Cloud, this is why it is important to keep track of file locations and metadata on the Cloud. To achieve this, the JobCloudFile and CloudFileCatalog tables are conceived. The JobCloudFile table stores the mapping between workflow jobs and its produced/consumed files on the Cloud. The CloudFileCatalog provides detailed information about a file stored on the Cloud. This information includes the location of the file, specified by the container_name and keyname, MD5 hash of the file contents, additional metadata stored along with the file, creation_date and modified_date.
In order to tackle the dynamic resource scenario on the Cloud, the WfCloudTempMapping table is used. This table stores temporary mapping information which is then moved to the WfCloudMapping table once a workflow execution has finished. There is another table, JobHostTempMap, that stores temporary job and its execution host mapping. In order to store more detailed information about the CPU, the CPUSpecs table is used. Although, the existing Cloud providers and their offerings do not allow a user to request a resource with such resource parameters, the impact of CPU performance still cannot be ignored especially for compute-intensive jobs. Moreover, this information is also helpful when sharing experimental setup and results with the peers. This is why this information is captured and stored as part of the Cloud-aware provenance.
As discussed earlier, the data files are stored on the Cloud, this is why it is important to keep track of file locations and metadata on the Cloud. To achieve this, the JobCloudFile and CloudFileCatalog tables are conceived. The JobCloudFile table stores the mapping between workflow jobs and its produced/consumed files on the Cloud. The CloudFileCatalog provides detailed information about a file stored on the Cloud. This information includes the location of the file, specified by the container_name and keyname, MD5 hash of the file contents, additional metadata stored along with the file, creation_date and modified_date. By using this information, it is not only able to provide information about the file, but also can be helpful in comparing the file con-tents produced from workflow repeated executions to verify a workflow result. This also helps in identifying if a file is changed over time, which, however, is not the focus of this research study. For instance, a file created by a job will have the same creation and modification time or even no modification time. However, if a file is modified or tampered with somehow, the modification date will be updated. By comparing the latest dates with the already stored information, one can deduce if the file contents are changed.
Provenance comparison
Comparing provenance has been used as a mechanism to determine reproducibility. Since scientific workflows typically model a dataflow with a structure resembling a directed acyclic graph (DAG), the provenance comparison approaches measure similarity between two given provenance traces using graphs [11] . This section discusses the proposed graph model and mechanism used to compare the provenance information of two workflows i.e. the original and the reproduced workflows to measure how much a reproduced workflow resembles the original execution. This mechanism is used in the Comparator component of ReCAP. In order to achieve this, two provenance graphs are compared at three levels, which are presented as follows:
• Workflow graph structure comparison only graph structures are compared for two given workflows executions (original and reproduced) to determine their structural similarity.
• Workflow infrastructure comparison the provisioned Cloud resources to execute workflow jobs are compared for two given workflow executions. This comparison ensures whether the used infrastructure is similar or not.
• Workflow output comparison the data produced by workflow jobs are compared to ensure that the output produced as a result of workflow execution is similar.
Workflow graph structure comparison
Structure-based approaches to measure workflow similarity perform various comparisons on the two workflow graphs [23] . These comparisons can be of many forms. It could just be based on DAG structure i.e. comparing vertices and edges, and it could also include retrospective provenance data such as runtime information and execution parameters [11] . Since ReCAP also captures infrastructure information, it should also be accommodated in the graph and used in graph comparison. Before discussing the provenance graph comparison, the following paragraphs first discuss the graph representation used in this work. The workflow provenance can be represented as G = V, E , where G is a workflow provenance graph and it consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. In this graph representation, both vertices and edges are labelled. V is a set of vertices that can be defined as V = N ∪ H ∪ F (where N is job nodes during workflow execution and H represents virtual machines where the job execution took place and F is the files/data produced or consumed during workflow execution). The job nodes also include the 10 An example provenance graph generated from the captured workflow execution provenance augmented jobs created at runtime by the workflow management system to support data stage-in, stage-out or clean-up operations. A sample graph representation is shown in Fig. 10 . E is a set of edges and it is defined as
where E task represents the task edge between workflow jobs produced and executed by the Pegasus. E exec represents the edges between jobs and the hosts H on which the workflow job was executed. E in represents the edges between input data and a job consuming the data. E out represents the edges between output data and a job producing the data. In this graph, only connected nodes with at least one of the above mentioned edges are considered.
The following are the representation of different edges between two given nodes in the generated provenance graph G.
Based on this graph description, two provenance comparison algorithms have been devised. The first algorithm, Provenance Graph Boolean Comparison (see Sect. 4.1.1), performs the provenance graph comparison and determines the similarity between them. The outcome of this algorithm is True or False. This is why it is named Provenance Graph Boolean Comparison. However, it is possible that two graphs are similar but slightly varies in edges or nodes. In order to determine the quantifiable analysis of graph comparison, Provenance Graph Numerical Comparison has been discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. In both these graph comparison algorithms, it is assumed that the graph vertices labels remain same for two same workflows. In case a given workflow is same (in terms of contents of executables, and file inputs and outputs) as was in previous workflow execution but its vertices' names are changed, the algorithm will treat these vertices as different entities and thus no common vertices will be found between these two workflow graphs. This will result in graph structure mismatch.
Provenance graph Boolean comparison
The provenance graph Boolean comparison algorithm includes the following criteria.
• Graph size The graph size refers to counting the number of nodes/vertices. This similarity check is known as the isomorphic property of a graph. In this case, the graph size is counting the nodes including jobs, hosts, and data file along with the edge counts. Both given graphs should have same count.
• Workflow comparison with edges
It is also important to compare the edges in the given two workflows. As discussed earlier, edges establish a relation between two vertices in a graph. Since the graph representation, shown in Fig. 10 , uses four different edges between three different nodes, it is important to compare all these different edges in both given provenance graphs. For two provenance graphs to be determined as same, they both should have same nodes and same relationship i.e. edges between them. Following criteria is used to determine that the edges in both the given workflow provenance graphs are same.
A provenance graph structure comparison algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It traverses both the given workflow provenance traces (original execution and repro-duced execution). It first checks whether both graphs have similar nodes, otherwise a difference is returned (see lines 2 and 3). After this, the graph traversal starts from the root node. For traversing a graph, a recursive function (termed the CompareNode) is implemented that traverses each graph vertex until no further child vertices are found. For each graph vertex, it collects its successors (i.e. children) and collects all edges for every node (lines 10-17). Since there are four types of edges, these edges are passed to a filtering function (termed the ProcessEdges) to determine the edge type. Each edge is added to an edge collection of that type. Later these edge collections (taskEdge on line 25 and consumeEdges on 27, etc.) are compared for both graphs and it is determined whether both graphs have same edges or not. For job-to-VM edge (executed_on edge), VM configurations i.e. hostinfo, including the RAM, CPUs, HD and flavour and OS image, are stored in the edge collection (see line 31). It is important to note that the VM configurations are considered when processing the graph node representing the VM. Therefore, name of the virtual machine is not significant for this algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Graph Structure Comparison Algorithm
Require: P ROV o : Original workflow provenance graph. P ROV r : Reproduced workflow provenance graph. for all e in edges do 19: if e.type = task then 20:
task Edges ← e 21:
else if e.type = consumes then 22:
consumeEdges ← e 23:
else if e.type = produces then 24:
produces Edges ← e 25:
else if e.type = executed_on then 26:
host Edges ← hostin f o
Provenance graph numerical comparison
Algorithm 1 can perform a graph structure comparison and provide an answer: True or False. However, it cannot inform the extent of similarity or dissimilarity between two given provenance traces. To achieve a deterministic or quantifiable answer for provenance graph structure comparison, the following graph comparison model is proposed.
Let there be two provenance graphs PROV o and PROV r representing original workflow execution and the reproduced workflow execution respectively. Let V o be the number of vertices and E o be the number of edges between the vertices of the PROV o graph. Let V r be the number of vertices and E r be the number of edges between the vertices of the PROV r graph. Since PROV r is to be compared against PROV o , it is imperative to determine the number of common vertices and common edges between these two graphs. Let CV be the common number of vertices and CE be the common number of edges between two graphs. In order to calculate the CE, consider only those edges whose vertices that ∈ CV. As the graph structure is composed of vertices and edges, the following rule can be used to determine the numeric value for a provenance graph structure.
In case of the original workflow, the structure can be determined in terms of its number of nodes and number of edges as given below.
where V o and E o represent the number of vertices and edges of the base graph respectively. Since we also calculate a numeric value for common edges and vertices, the value for common graph structure (CS) can be calculated as follows:
The list of common vertices is identified by comparing the labels of vertices in both the provenance graphs. The vertex label available in both the provided graphs is treated as a common vertex. In case of a vertex representing a virtual machine, its label is generated dynamically by concatenating the resource configuration information of the used virtual machine. The number of the found common vertices is used as a numeric value for CV. Once the list of common vertices is extracted, it is iterated for both the graphs and their directed edges, which include their connecting vertices' information, are retrieved from both graphs. Since our provenance graph is a directed graph, the edge A − ¿B ! = A¡ − B because edge direction between A and B is different. Once the edges of all the common vertices are obtained from both the graphs, the intersection of the edges is obtained. This intersection is treated as common edges CE based on common vertices in the given two graphs. With these values known, the structural similarity (SS) of both the given provenance graphs can be determined as follows:
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 11 Example provenance graphs. a original workflow provenance graph G1, b graph G2 to be compared with G1, c graph G3 to be compared with G1
This structural similarity is calculated as a ratio to the given base graph. Since the reproduced workflow is compared against the original execution, S o is used as a base graph. In order to understand this model, assume the sample provenance graphs shown in Fig. 11 can be used. The graph G1 represents a provenance trace of original workflow execution. Let us assume that the other two graphs i.e. G2 and G3 are generated from the provenance information of the reproduced workflow. As can be seen all these graphs are slightly different to each other. If we apply the Algorithm 1 to compare G1 and G2, or G1 and G3 graphs, it will produce False on the comparison test. As discussed before, we can determine the quantifiable value for structural similarity with this numeric model. Based on the base graph G1 of the original execution, the count for V o is 4 and E o is also 4. Therefore, the S o value is 8. While comparing the graph G2 with G1, the common vertices are 3 because vertex X does not exist in graph G1. This influences the common edges count, which is 2 in this case, as well because the edges between A → X and X → D cannot be accommodated according to the model because these edges have one vertex that does not belong to CV. The SS value for graph G1 and G2 will be 0.625 which is 62.5% similarity. Similarly, for graph G3, the structural similarity (SS) with G1 is 0.875 which is 87.5% similarity because it only misses one edge from A to C.
The above calculated SS value will produce asymmetric results if the base graph is changed. For instance, if the base graph is G3, and G1 is compared with G3, the calculated value will be different from SS(G1, G3). With the above calculation, SS(G1, G3) is 87.5%, however SS(G3, G1) becomes 100%, which is an incorrect result. To avoid this situation, the ratios of the common vertices to the total vertices and the common edges to the total edges from both graphs should be calculated. In order to do this, the following equation is used. This equation aids in eliminating the asymmetric result which was present in the previous calculation. With this new equation, the values for SS(G1, G3) and SS(G3, G1) are both 92%.
Workflow output comparison
Another aspect of workflow repeatability is to verify that it has produced the same output that was produced in its earlier execution. In order to evaluate this aspect of workflow reproducibility, an algorithm has been proposed that compares the outputs produced by two given workflows. It uses the MD5 hashing algorithm [31] on the outputs and compares the hash value to verify the produced outputs. The MD5 algorithm outputs a string that is often used in many systems as the single data identifier, due to a small collision probability [32] . The main two reasons for using a hash function to verify the produced outputs are: (a) simple to implement and (b) the hash value changes with a single bit change in the file. If the hash values of two given files are same, this means that the given files contain the same content. Moreover, many systems such as Kepler also stores MD5 value of the data in order to provide data integrity and verify changes in data. Algorithm 2 operates over the two given workflows identified by srcWfID and destWfID, and compares their outputs. It first retrieves the list of jobs and their produced output files from the Provenance Store for each given workflow. It then iterates over the files and compares the source file, belonging to srcWfID, with the destination file, belonging to destWfID. Since the files are stored on the Cloud, the algorithm retrieves the files from the Cloud (see lines 11 and 12) . Cloud storage services such as OpenStack Swift 9 and Amazon Storage Store (S3) 10 use the concept of a bucket or a container to store a file. This is why src_container and dest_container along with src_ f ilename and dest_ f ilename are given in the GetCloudFile function to identify a specific file in the Cloud. The algorithm then compares the hash value of both files and increments the ComparisonCounter. If all the files in both workflows are the same, the ComparisonCounter should be equal to the FileCounter, which counts the number of files produced by a workflow. Thus, it confirms that the workflows are repeated successfully. Otherwise, the algorithm returns false if both these counters are not equal. This means that the two given workflows have not produced the same outputs.
Algorithm 2 Compare Workflow Outputs Algorithm

Results and analysis
In order to evaluate the affect of Cloud configuration on the workflow execution and also to evaluate the proposed comparison approaches in ReCAP, three types of workflows from different scientific domains have been used. These workflows are named; (1) Montage 11 workflow from astronomy domain, (2) ReconAll 12 workflow from neuroscience domain and (3) Wordcount, a sample workflow.
The Montage workflow uses the components of Montage, a widely mentioned astronomy application to build mosaics of the sky by stitching together multiple input images [33] . The Montage workflow used in the experiment contains 35 jobs and required 8 input image files. This workflow produces 4 output files including one mosaic image file in JPEG format. The ReconAll workflow (also called pipeline in N4U) is used in N4U and neuGRID 13 projects to reconstruct the given MRI scan image of a subject. This workflow has only one job that executes recon-all command on the given input neuro-image. The sample workflow i.e. Wordcount is designed for controlled experiments and it exhibits the same characteristics i.e. split and merge jobs found in complex scientific workflows such as Montage. It is composed of four jobs and takes one text file input. The first job (the Split job) took a text file and split it into two files of almost equal length. Later, two jobs (the Analysis jobs) were applied; each of these takes one file as input, and then calculates the number of words in the given file. The fourth job (the Merge job) took the outputs of earlier analysis jobs and calculated the final result i.e. total number of words in both files.
As discussed in Sect, 4, the workflow reproducibility is determined by comparing the provenance graphs of both original and reproduced workflow. This comparison includes graph structural comparison, infrastructure comparison and output comparison. For these tests, the provenance traces of original workflows and their reproduced counterparts were provided to the comparison algorithms and their results are analysed in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3. Another purpose of this experiment was to verify that the comparison approaches perform according to the theoretical understanding that was presented in previous sections.
Infrastructure re-provisioning
First of all, it is important to assess the capability of ReCAP in capturing Cloud-aware provenance and then using it to re-provision resources on the Cloud for workflow reproducibility (discussed in [12] ). In order to verify this, aforementioned workflows are submitted and their provenance data are captured by ReCAP. The purpose of this experiment is also to evaluate the ability of ReCAP to handle different types of workflows with varying number of jobs and to re-provision resource on the Cloud using the Cloud-aware provenance information. Following subsections provide the detailed analysis of the results.
Using wordcount workflow
The Wordcount workflow was executed using the Pegasus. The original execution of this workflow was assigned an ID 132. Table 2 shows the interlinked provenance mapping (both the workflow provenance and the Cloud infrastructure information), in the ReCAP database for this workflow. The collected information includes the flavour and image (image name and Image id) configuration parameters. The Image Id uniquely identifies an OS image hosted on the Cloud and this image contains all the software or libraries used during the job execution. This workflow is then resubmitted with ID 134 by re-provisioning the resources on the Cloud using the Cloud-aware provenance, and its provenance is captured as shown in Table 2 . The execution times of both workflows were 313.20 and 312.4 s respectively. The captured provenance of the reproduced workflow shows that the system was able to re-provision the similar execution resources on the Cloud.
Using Montage workflow
The original execution of this workflow was assigned an ID 533 and the reproduced workflow was assigned an ID 534. Following Table 3 shows the Cloud infrastructure provisioned for the execution of workflows 533 and 534 respectively. The workflow execution times for the both workflows were 285 and 281 s respectively. This shows that the Montage workflow execution was reproduced with a similar execution performance on the same Cloud resources provisioned by ReCAP. Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPU = 1 Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPU = 1 Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPUs = 1
Using ReconAll workflow
The ReconAll workflow consists of one job script only and requires one input file. Its execution requires one virtual machine on the Cloud. The original execution of this workflow was assigned ID 545 and its captured Cloud-aware provenance using ReCAP is shown in Table 4 . The same workflow was re-executed using ReCAP and its provenance information is recaptured. The reproduced workflow execution was assigned an ID 547. The recaptured provenance of the reproduced workflow 547 is show in Table 4 . These tables show that ReCAP was able to capture the Cloud infrastructure information in the original execution and was also able to re-provision the resource with the same configurations on the Cloud.
Structure analysis
This section provides the structural similarity analysis of the given provenance traces. In this analysis, previously executed workflow provenance traces (presented in Sect. 5.1) are converted into the graph representation (as discussed in Sect. 4.1). These graphs are then evaluated using the proposed comparison approaches i.e. Boolean and Numerical to determine the degree of similarity between them. For the case of the Wordcount workflow, both workflows i.e. 132 and 134 have been executed by provisioning the same virtual machines on the Cloud. The Boolean Comparison produces T rue because both graphs contain equal numbers of nodes (i.e. job, virtual machines, files) and all the edges between them are also the same. The structural similarity between the two graphs calculated by the Numerical Comparison algorithm is also 100%. This shows that both graphs are the same and the jobs were executed on the same virtual machines. The infrastructure analysis on both the provenance traces shows that two virtual machines with same configurations were provisioned to execute workflow 134. However, it is possible that the structural analysis of two given provenance graphs of same workflow produces False or < 100% similarity (see Table 5 ). This can be caused by multiple reasons. One of them is a change in the workflow description. The other pertinent reason is a change in the infrastructure information i.e. CAP in the collected provenance. This change in CAP can appear by provisioning virtual machines with different configurations (see comparison between 132 and 161 in Sect. 5.3). Another reason for this change is because of the job scheduling mechanism used by WMS. Since WMS does not incorporate the CAP information in job scheduling decision, it is possible that a job may be submitted to a different machine. These behaviours can be seen in Table 5 .
Infrastructure analysis
This section discusses the infrastructure information captured by the ReCAP framework during workflow execution. By analysing the infrastructure details, the comparison provided in Table 5 can be better understood. For this analysis, four workflow executions with workflow ID 132, 161, 316 and 207 are selected because their structural analysis is False and below 100%. The infrastructure detail of workflow 165 is also used to determine the reason behind 100% structural similarity. Table 6 shows the infrastructure information captured for these workflows.
As it can be seen that the configurations for the provisioned virtual machines for workflows 161 and 165, and 316 and 207 are same, however the structural similarity is different for (161, 165) and (316, 207) comparisons. As discussed in previous Sect. 5.2, one of the reasons for this difference is the job scheduling. To verify this, the following Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the job-to-Cloud resource mapping for each job of workflows 161, 165, 316 and 207 respectively.
From the Tables 7 and 8 , it is clear that all jobs of workflow 165 have been executed on the same virtual machines as was the case with the jobs of workflow 161. Due to this reason, there is no edge difference found between their provenance graphs and Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPU = 1 Resource specifications: Flavour = 2, RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPU = 1 thus the resultant structural similarity was 100%. However, this was not the case with workflows 316 and 207 as shown in the Tables 9 and 10 . The differences between jobs scheduled to different machines are highlighted in italics. Table 6 shows that the configurations of the provisioned resources are the same. However, there is a change in the job-to-Cloud resource mapping. Many of the virtual machine configurations such as are same for the jobs of both workflows 316 and 207 (see Tables 9, 10 ). However, the OS image i.e. image name and image id columns are different. For example, the job analysis_I D1000002 of workflow 207 was executed on OS image uwe-condor-snapshot, however the same job of workflow 316 was executed on virtual machine with OS image uwe-condor-vm. Due to this change in the resource configuration, the edges between the job and the VM nodes are changed and thus affecting the structural similarity analysis. These two results show that the proposed provenance comparison algorithms can detect a slight change in the resource configurations while comparing two provenance graphs. This also shows Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPU = 1 Resource specifications: Flavour = 2, RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPUs = 1 Resource specifications: RAM = 2048 MB, Hard Disk (HD) = 20 GB, vCPUs = 1 that job scheduling can impact the structural comparison even if the re-provisioned infrastructure is same. Since OS image provides a complete software stack including libraries and binaries, a change in OS image can possibly result into a failed or illperformed job execution. Gronenschild et al. [34] has also raised the same concern. Based on this analysis, it can be proposed that job scheduling algorithm should also incorporate the Cloud-aware provenance information. 
Workflow output analysis
The other aspect in evaluating the workflow reproducibility is to verify the outputs produced by both workflows. This has been achieved using the algorithm presented in Sect. 4.2. Four jobs in both the given Wordcount workflows i.e. 132 and 134 produce the same number of output files (see Table 11 ). The Split job produces two output files i.e. wordlist1 and wordlist2. Two analysis jobs, Analysis1 and Analysis2, consume the wordlist1 and wordlist2 files, and produce the analysis1 and analysis2 files respectively. The merge job consumes the analysis1 and analysis2 files and produces the merge_output file. The hash values of these files are shown in the MD5 Hash column of the Table 11 ; of here both given workflows are compared with each other. For instance, the hash value of wordlist1 produced by the Split job of workflow 134 is compared with the hash value of wordlist1 produced by the Split job of workflow 132. If both the hash values are same, the algorithm will return true. This process is repeated for all the files produced by both workflows. The algorithm confirms the verification of workflow outputs if the corresponding files in both workflows have the same hash values. Otherwise, the verification process fails, which means that both the workflows have not produced the same output. Consequently, this means that the workflow result could not be reproduced. Similar is the case with the Montage workflow. This workflow produces and registers four output files. Two files are produced by the mAdd job, one file is produced by the mShrink job and the final output (mosaic) file is produced by the mJPEG job (see Table 12 ). The other intermediary files produced and consumed during the workflow execution are not registered as output files. Table 12 shows the outputs produced by the workflow 533 and 534. Seeing the MD5 Hash column, it can be deduced that all files produced by these jobs are identical in both workflow executions.
However, the proposed approach to compare workflow outputs using MD5 hash was not fully applicable to the ReconAll workflow. The output of ReconAll workflow depends on the operating system, FreeSurfer version and OS libraries [35] . Although the virtual machines provisioned using the freesurfer-condor image contains the same OS, libraries and FreeSurfer version, still the job logs contained the timestamps which were different for multiple runs. Moreover, a few job outputs also contained the machine information which could also be different especially if machine name or IP information is logged. Some log file snippets are provided in Table 13 . For instance, the log file of job mri_convert produced by workflow 545 generated a different hash as compared to the same file produced by workflow 547 because they had different timestamps. Due to this reason, the MD5 applied on the files produced different results for different workflow executions. A thorough analysis of the produced output files revealed that the main files related to thickness, area and volume of the given brain-scan produced the same hash values in the original and also in the reproduced workflow. This specific result leads to a conclusion that MD5 approach for comparing workflow outputs works fine in cases when jobs do not include timestamps or machine information in the produced output. Otherwise this approach cannot work. Similar concerns in comparing outputs have been raised in [21] . In order to overcome this issue in workflow output comparison, the workflow or application developer e.g. the ReconAll developer in the case of ReconAll workflow, should provide a comparator tool. This tool can then be integrated into the output comparison algorithm used for comparing the outputs for that particular workflow.
Discussion
In this section, a detailed analysis of the provenance graph comparison is presented. In doing so, three different aspects of the provenance graph are evaluated and analysed. The structural comparison between two provenance graphs were performed by employing the two proposed comparison algorithms i.e. the Boolean Comparison and Numerical Comparison. From the Boolean Comparison, one can access whether the provided graphs are identical or not. However, it does not provide information about the degree of similarity. For this, the Numerical comparison algorithm was applied. From the result (see Table 5 ), it was found that the provenance graphs might not be identical despite the same execution infrastructure used for workflow re-execution. A detailed analysis of the result showed that it was due to two main reasons. First reason was that a change in the workflow itself could affect the graph comparison. The second reason was that a change in the job-to-Cloud resource mapping can also affect the graph structure comparison. From the detailed analysis of the infrastructure information i.e. job-to-Cloud resource mapping, the second case was found when comparing workflow 316 with 207. Tables 9 and 10 showed that jobs of workflow 207 were executed on different machines when compared against the jobs resource mapping of workflow 316. As discussed earlier, this was due to the job scheduling algorithm in the workflow management system, which is outside the scope of this research work. Since the job scheduling algorithm does not utilize the Cloud-aware provenance information, it schedules job to any of the available resource according to its scheduling policy.
Besides comparing the workflow execution time to determine workflow reproducibility, workflow output comparison has also been identified as a means to verify the reproducibility of a workflow execution. Since all workflows in modern scientific experiments are data oriented and they consumed and produced data, this comparison provides a mechanism to verify the produced outputs. The output comparison of the Wordcount workflows showed that the outputs were successfully produced in reproduced workflow. Since the execution time of both the Wordcount workflows i.e. 132 and 134 executing on the same Cloud resources was similar with some variation and produced same outputs, it can be deduced that the Wordcount workflow has been successfully reproduced using ReCAP. Similar was the case with the Montage workflow that produced four outputs. By comparing the outputs of the original workflow execution with the reproduced workflow execution using Workflow Output Comparison Algorithm (as discussed in Sect. 4.2), it was shown that they were identical. Since the execution time of both the Montage workflows executing on the same Cloud resources was similar with some variation, it can be deduced that the Montage workflow has been successfully reproduced using ReCAP. However, the structural analysis of Montage workflows showed that they were not 100% similar due to the job scheduling despite same execution resources on the Cloud.
In doing output comparison, it was found that applying MD5 hash to compare workflow outputs was not applicable to all workflow outputs. After analysing the results of ReconAll workflow, it was found that a few output files, which were mainly log files, in both workflows did not produce the same hash value. Further analysis of its outputs revealed that the timestamps and machine information were added to the outputs (see Table 13 ). Since each execution did not happen exactly at the same time, thus a change in timestamps or machine information changes the entire hash value computed using MD5. However, the actual files related to the brain thickness, area, volume and statistics were identical. From this result, it was inferred that the MD5 approach used in the proposed comparison algorithm worked fine with the job outputs which did not contain timestamps or other machine specific information. The analysis of this result showed that the output comparison utility should be provided by the workflow or application developer.
Workflow reproducibility using ReCAP
In order to reproduce a workflow execution on Cloud, three main factors related to workflow execution were identified (listed in Sect. 4). These points include the structure of a workflow, infrastructure used to execute a workflow and the output produced by a workflow. By combining all these together, one can assess the achieved reproducibility of the workflow. In this section, all these three factors are combined (shown in Table 14 )
. The values for these factors were obtained from previous results discussed in Sect. 5.2. For the Wordcount workflows 132 and 134, the structural similarity was 100% (see Table 5 ) and the both were executed on the same Cloud resources. From Table  11 , it was found that all the produced outputs by both workflows were identical. Since the reproduced workflow 134 was 100% similar to 132 and executed on same infrastructure producing identical output files with similar execution performance, it can be deduced the execution of workflow 134 is successfully reproduced. Similarly, the re-executed Montage workflow i.e. wf ID 534 was successfully reproduced because it produced the same outputs and also used the same execution infrastructure. Its structural similarity with the original workflow (wfID 533) was not 100%; this was due to the job scheduling in the workflow management system. Similarly, the ReconAll workflow i.e. wf ID 547 was successfully reproduced because it was executed on the same execution infrastructure as was the case with its original execution i.e. wf ID 545. Moreover, its provenance comparison also produced 100% structural similarity. Although some of its files did not produce the same hash values in output comparison, however, the actual files concerned with brain thickness, area, volume etc. and the statistical files were identical. This is why, its output was considered as reproduced. These results demonstrate that ReCAP can aid in achieving workflow reproducing using the Cloud-aware provenance information.
Conclusions and future work
The dynamic nature of the Cloud makes provenance capturing of workflow(s) with the underlying execution environment(s) and their reproducibility a difficult challenge. The proposed ReCAP's framework helps in overcoming this by augmenting the existing workflow provenance with the Cloud infrastructure information captured using the mapping approaches (previously discussed in [12] ). This information is captured to reproduce workflow execution on the Cloud by re-provisioning the Cloud resources with same configurations and to use it for generating provenance graphs with Cloud resource information for determining workflow reproducibility.
The workflow reproducibility is performed by comparing the provenance traces produced by the original workflow execution and the reproduced execution. The workflow provenance along with Cloud-aware provenance are converted into a graph model (discussed in Sect. 4.1). The proposed comparison approaches compare the graph of the original execution with the reproduced workflow provenance and determine the extent to which the provenance traces are similar. One version of this comparison i.e. Boolean comparison (discussed in Sect. 4.1.1) provides the result as True or False. For it, the given provenance graphs are either the same or different. In order to quantitatively measure the similarity between two provenance graphs, a numerical comparison approach is also presented (see Sect. 4.1.2). These approaches have been evaluated using different types of workflows from different scientific domains such as astronomy and neuroscience to showcase the applicability of the proposed work. The results discussed in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3 have verified that both these algorithms performed according to their design. They can detect a single change in the given provenance graphs. However, it is possible that two workflows were executed on the same infrastructure yet they produced provenance graphs that are not similar as shown in Table 5 . With further analysis (as discussed in Sect. 5.3), it was found that it was due to the job scheduling that introduced a change in the edges connecting certain jobs to VMs in the graphs. Moreover, the outputs produced by the workflows are also compared while determining the workflow reproducibility. In this regard, the algorithm (see Algorithm 2) compares the outputs produced by two given workflows. The analysis of the workflow output comparison (see Sect. 5.4) has shown that the proposed approach is workable for scientific workflows, especially the deterministic workflows such as Montage.
The ReCAP prototype has been implemented in Python programming language. All the source code, installation and configuration instructions of the implemented prototype are available at BitBucket repository. 14 It also contains information about the pre-requisite tools (i.e. Condor and Pegasus) and storage environment i.e. S3 or Swift.
In ReCAP's provenance graph comparison approaches all nodes and edges are treated equally. In future, different graph nodes or edges can be prioritized by assigning weights to them depending upon their critical nature in the workflow structure. This can be achieved by incorporating semantic information [36, 37] . The semantics will help in defining the machine readable metadata describing the prioritized nature of the nodes and edges in a provenance graph. This metadata can then be used to perform the weighted comparison of the provenance graphs in order to determine the workflow reproducibility by emphasizing more on the highlighted nodes or edges. Moreover, the proposed comparison approaches can determine the changes in given provenance graphs, however the impact of these changes are not identified. In future, the proposed approaches will be extended in order to highlight the impact of changes in a reproduced provenance graph.
